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From us... to you...

W

e live today in a world that is so very different from the one we grew up in,
the one we were educated in. The world today is changing at such an
accelerated rate and we as educators need to pause and reflect on this
entire system of Education. Are our schools well equipped to prepare our children to
face the challenges that the future holds?

Page 2 : Helen O Grady classes - A joint
endeavor towards developing 'SELF'…

Page 5 : Sahana,
Topper in S12 board
results - Hard work
never fails…

Questions such as these are factors that motivate us to go through a continuous process
of reflection and hence we at Shaanthi work at implementing a well balanced curriculum
to ensure that the children who walk into the portals of our Schools will not just love
their school years but truly be prepared to face life's challenges.
It was Margaret Mead who said “Children must be taught how to think, not what to
think,” and to enable this, our motto of Education to Perfection is approached through a
holistic way. Our aim is to develop a student to reach his/her full potential of personal
and professional success. We believe in understanding a child's strengths and qualities
while always working to eliminate weaknesses, and help them grow and develop into
sensitive and responsible citizens of the next generation.
Thanks,
Shaanthi Schools

Page 5 : Swimming Champions - A strong
team bringing laurels to school….

What's New!
Shaanthi - in Vedasandur

Page 7 : Purna Vidya Suyuva camp Adventurous, mind refreshing and
much more…
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Shaanthi Montessori has started
functioning in Vedasandur, Dindigul
district this academic year in a
spacious, calm place of around an
acre. Students feel at home in wellventilated and excellently furnished
classrooms that make their learning
comfortable and enjoyable.

Purna Vidya - Study Programme in Shaanthi
With an objective of imparting an insight
into right living through culture-based
e d u cat i o n to st u d e nt s , a st u d y
programme called 'Purna Vidya' offered
by Purna Vidya Foundation, is
incorporated in our curriculum.
Their
books about moral values and spiritual
stories that empower people to engage in
and share the spiritual ecology of India
are taken up by classes S2-S8
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What's New!
Vocal Music classes :

NEET Training Classes

co-curricular & extra-curricular activity

- an empowerment to entrance exams

Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the universe, wings to
the mind, flight to the imagination, and charm and gaiety
to life and to everything.

As per our government policies, writing entrance exams
for medical, engineering and dental courses (NEET) has
been commenced this year for the students. To score
exceptional marks in the NEET exams and meet the

It ignites all areas of child development: intellectual, social
and emotional, motor, language, and overall literacy. It
helps the body and the mind work together. Children learn
about themselves and others by playing music together
and by listening to each other.
With a thought of exposing children to music during early
development to help them learn the sounds and
meanings of words, we have Vocal Music Classes in as cocurricular activity apart from extracurricular activity for
our students from S2 to S8. Our faculties both music and
instrumental teach our students the fundamentals of
music along with carnatic, devotional and patriotic songs.
A well-built choir is proving itself in both JNR and PER
campuses.

expectations, we have identified a team of academic
experts and professionals with versatile experience in the
field of education from different parts of the country at
the level of NCET, SCERT and train the students for
scholarship exams, All India engineering and medical
Entrance Exams and competitive exams like IITJEE, AIIMS,
JIPMER, ICAR, AMRITA, BITSAT Etc. These training classes
are conducted for the students from S8 and above once a
week.

Shaanthians with Helen O'Grady
- A platform to develop verbal skills
Since 1979, Helen O'Grady is an outstanding world's
largest Drama Academy. They are guiding children from
3-18 years. They offer self development programs
guaranteeing out students' development by boosting:
being an optimist throughout their life through their
pronunciation, cultivates confidence, improving
vocabulary, advancement in their verbal communication
and productive interaction with everyone. We have 120
students in our school attending the classes and we have
introduced these classes to our students with the sense of
developing the Communication skills, vocabulary and
pronunciation. They will concentrate in improving the
thinking of the study through the special teaching method
they follow. We are also planning to enhance a drama
session to encourage students' self-development.
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Inside School
Kindergarten News
Kindergarten classes started along with other classes this year. K0
students got in to the regular stream after a one week class with the
parents. Orientation programme for the new parents was
conducted on 30th June in all the campuses.
The Open Class for I term was held on 17th September in GNR, MLP
and JNR campuses. The classroom doors were open to the parents
wherein they met with teachers and got a glimpse into their
children's behaviour in their classroom environment.

Swimming Classes for S3
Regular swimming classes for S3 started from the month of June this year. Students show
great interest and enthusiasm in swimming and the swimming coach is very happy with their
performance.

School Clubs - A Combo of talented Shaanthians
Literary Club : Both Tamil and English Literary
Clubs were installed successfully and started
commencing from July 22nd. Chief guest
Mr.Subashchandrabose, HOD Department of
English, STC College, Pollachi and Ms. Rajalatha,
HOD Department of Tamil, STC, Pollachi warmly
installed both the Clubs.

Literary Club

Interact Club

Interact Club : Students of Interact Club visited two Government schools in
Pollachi. The students had a good rapport with government school children
followed by activities like oath taking, sharing the thoughts of Swami
Vivekananda, distributing flashes of his thoughts and sweets etc.

Science Club : Mr. Chandra Sekar, Marketing Manager, Agriculture
Department, Coimbatore was invited for the Science club installation on 8th
August 2016. Our students attended a demo of roof gardening by a team from
Shresthra's Organic and Interior Gardening, headed by Ms. Mohanapriya.
Science Club

Social Club : Honorable Chief Guest of the day
Mr. Giridhar, Placement Officer, STC College installed
the club. Followed by the installation our students
conducted a campaign on 'Tree Plantation and Plastic
Awareness'. The program was inaugurated by the
Deputy Speaker, Tamilnadu.
Social Club
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Functions & Celebrations
Cultural Weekanza - A week of wonders
Cultural Weekenza engaged the students with cultural and
vocabulary competitions for all classes. Events like drawing,
song, dance, essay writing, cookery etc overflowed with
participants that gave the judges a tough time to select the
winners. During the fifth week of July, a total of more than 30
events were conducted for all classes. Around 90% of our
students took part actively in the competitions to prove
themselves.
On the final day - 'Fancy Fete', our students from S4 and above
came up with mind blowing fun and brain games keeping their
stalls with crowded and lively till the end of the day making up
a huge profit amount of Rs 50,000. The school has decided to
donate this to our Army Welfare Fund.

Independence Day celebrations

Krishna Jayanthi

- A salute to the Patriots
As a tribute to our Patriots, we celebrated our 69th
independence day with great joy and ecstacy. The
function went on with patriotic speeches, dance,
drama, songs with an essence of patriotism.
Independance Day

Ramakrishna Mission Book Fair:
A motivational speech by the devotees of Swami Vivekananda from 'Ramakrishna
Mission' followed by a Book fair on 20th and 21st of July.

Ramakrishna Mission Book Fair
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Other functions like Krishna Jayanthi and Teacher's day were celebrated with
great enthusaiam. Students conducted various events for the teachers and made
the day colourful.
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Academic Corner

Sports Corner

S12 Board Results:
21 students appeared for the
examination and Ms. Sahana S
secured a high total of 1168. We are
proud to tell that she being a student
Sahana.S

under OC category, has secured a
medical seat in Madras Medical
College. In addition, has cleared
NEET exam with incredible
scores.

TOPPERS
Students

Score

Sahana.S

1168

Ajith.B

1157

Our students proved equally good in
sports and set a firm foot in the field.
Vikranth P R was awarded the swimming
championship trophy for him having won
the Jenney's District level open
Swimming meet.

S10 Board Results:
Our students have set a bench mark
by procuring significant results in
HSC board exams 2015-2016. 51
students sat for the exams, and Ms
Jaya Tharani T scored the top score
TOPPERS
Studnts

Score

Jaya Tharani T

496

Mahi Shuti G

495

Girls Basket Ball Team Winners
Jaya Tharani. T

of 496/500. Our students
came out with 6 centum in
Maths, 11 in Science, 16 in
Social science.

IAIS Results :

A strong swimming team of Surya B S11, Siddharth K S 11,
Harth K S11, Dhanush Kumar A S10, Surya Krishnan M S9,
Arun Praveen S9, Hemavarshini S S9, Mithran S S8, Abi
Nandhan S S8, Praba Lakshmi D S7, Mridula Dharshini M
S7, Pranith S S5, Dhanvanth A S5, Savith Raaj P S5, Karan
Chander S R S5 bagged with many medals in all swimming
events.

Students from S2 to S10 enrolled for
the International Assessments for
Indian Schools by Macmillan
Education in partnership with Educational Assessment
Australia, 2015-2016. Mr Dhananjay B of S9 passed out
with High Distinction in Science Exam.
Swimming Champs...

International GCSE Exams
International GCSE - O' Level exams by Pearson,
Cambridge, was conducted during the month of January.
22 students sat for the exams.
The toppers of the exams

Dhananjay B
Maths 100/100

Mayurikka TP
Tamil 90/100

Also our school teams excelled in Zonal level team
matches. They are the title winners of Hockey Runner-up
trophy, Tennikoit Runner-up trophy, Volley Ball Runner-Up
trophy, Runners in Badminton Doubles and singles,
Carrom Doubles winners, Runner-up trophy in Football,
U17 Winners in Basketball, Winners of girls Basketball
Runner-up trophy, Winner of Badminton Single trophy'.

Dakshana AK
English 89/100
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Field Visits

JNR-S1-Pazhamudir Nilayam

Classes beyond classrooms!

MLP,JNR-K1- A Family

UDT-K1- A family

JNR- S3 Cattle farm

UDT- S1-Cattle farm

JNR- S2- Daily market
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JNR-S4 - Plant nursery

JNR-S5 BSNL office

PER- S2- Plant Nursery

MLP- S1-Pazhamudir Nilayam

MLP,JNR- S1-Sethumadai Farms

PER-S2-Daily Market

UDT- S1-Textile Shop

JNR-S7-Dyeing factory

UDT-S1- Pazhamudir Nilayam

JNR- S2- Construction site

PER-S4-Plant nursery

JNR- S3-Aliyar Dam

JNR-S6-Subramaniam Swami Temple
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Field Visits

PER-S7-GVG Paper mills

PER-S6-GVG College

PER- S5- Jain Farm

JNR-S6- VOC Park

Purna Vidya Suyuva Camp
- Molapalayam
Our higher secondary students had
a two day stay programme in 'Purna
Vidya' ashram, Molapalayam. They
were involved in various activities
like trekking, yoga, prayers, games
and group discussion to enhance
the development of leadership
qualities in them.

Upcoming Events
l

Sports day: Sports events to
be conducted for all classes
during the month of Oct and
Nov. Both athletic and track
event competitions to be
conducted for the sports
winners of all classes under
different age groups.

l

Children's day

l

Award ceremony

l

l

Montessori Graduation
ceremony for S1
Annual concert:
Theme for this year is
"Melody"

Plans Ahead
l

l
l

Cookery sessions for all
classes
Evening Special games
Roof gardening
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From the
Front Office
The front office staff would like to remind
parents of a few items.
1. Please make sure we have up-to-date
phone numbers, street addresses, &
email addresses. When you change
your phone numbers, street address,
email address, or emergency contact
information, contact the school &
give the new information to the office
staff.
2. The school gate closes at 8:50 am,
immediately after which the school
assembly starts for students. Please
make sure they reach the school prior
to this time.
3. A note must be turned in to the office
for a long leave. The note must detail
the date the leave begins, length of
absence, & the reason for the
absence.
4. If your child is missing any items such
as bags, shoes etc, contact the school
office immediately.
5. If you wish to child to be collected by a
non parent on an emergency during
or at the end of the day, a letter or a
phone call putting in the details of the
person collecting the child has to be
admitted at the office.
6. If your child is required to take
medication whilst at school, it is
essential to submit a report of your
child's health at the office.
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Parents Corner!
One of our goals is increasing the reading stamina of our students. Most
literacy experts will agree that one of the greatest indicators of a child's
ability to read successfully is parent involvement. Each class has been
provided with a set of reading books to enhance an education in the skills
needed to develop reading. All teachers have taken classes in the steps of
the reading process & language acquisition. Hopefully, you have noticed
this when your child is reading every night at home and when they fill out
their reading logs. Readers become better readers by reading more.
However, the tools &support children bring from home can greatly
influence their attitude towards reading & their ability to quickly master
one of the most important elements of education.
The ten simple strategies below can make a significant difference in the
reading development of your child.
1. Plan a regular reading time for your child daily.
2. Provide your child with a rich supply of reading material.
3. Plan time to read as a family.
4. Develop a wide range of reading activities.
5. Read to & with your child.
6. Build up your own home library.
7. Be aware of your child's progress.
8. Ask questions to your child before, during and after reading
9. Use a variety of aids to help your child.
10. Be involved in your child's reading.

Parents School Link
Your kind suggestions are always welcome.
Feel free to communicate with us on:
Mr. Balaji Arunkumar S , Correspondent

balaji@shaanthi.com

Mrs. Shanthi Singaravelu, Secretary

shanthi@shaanthi.com

Mrs. Sucharitha R, Director

sucharitha@shaanthi.com

Mr. John Kennady, Principal, Pollachi

johnkennady@shaanthi.com

Mr. Sumesh Chandran, Principal, Periakottai

sumesh@shaanthi.com

Ms. Jenitta Jansi Rani, Principal, Udumalpet

jenitta@shaanthi.com

Ms. Kamaladevi, Principal, Mahalingapuram

kamaladevi@shaanthi.com

Editor : Mrs. Sucharitha R

Visit at: www.shaanthi.com

